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Is there a British Chalcolithic? People, Place and Polity in the later Third Millenium BC Friday 18th - Sunday 20th April 2008



Is there a British Chalcolithic?



School of Conservation Sciences, Bournemouth University, Bournemouth, Dorset A major international conference organised by the Prehistoric Society and Bournemouth University Centre for Archaeology, Anthropology and Heritage This conference will address the concept of the Chalcolithic in British archaeology. Our continental colleagues have long used the term to augment their three-age system. Why has the term not been adopted so universally in Britain and Ireland? Is it relevant to our islands? Or is it a misnomer? The conference will discuss the British Chalcolithic in terms of society and culture and to compare this with our European parallels. Questions to address might be: why don’t we use the term ‘Chalcolithic’ in the UK? Is there a distinctive Chalcolithic ‘package’ incorporating more than just a bunch of objects, i.e. cultural traits, social organisation and monumentality? Or is it just a question of semantics? This conference is intended to be about people, and social context, seeing the bigger picture than individual sites or objects. The speakers will define and characterise artefacts assemblages, cultural identities and monumental activity and examine the presence, character or absence of a distinct Chalcolithic in British and Irish prehistory. Is the Chalcolithic synonymous with the Beaker phase? What is the Chalcolithic period, and what characteristics define it?available). Further details and on-line registration can be found below. You can also contact us by email at [email protected] Schedule of Events Friday 18th April 1730 Registration and wine reception 1830 Keynote Introduction: Dr Ben Roberts, British Museum: To what extent can we refer to a British Chalcolithic? 1930 Retire to conference bar Saturday 19th April 0900 Registration 1000 Welcome by Professor Timothy Darvill, Bournemouth University 1010 Introduction, Dr Mike Allen, Prehistoric Society Session 1: What is the British Chalcolithic? 1025 Alison Sheridan: A Rumsfeld Reality Check: what we know, what we don’t know and what we don’t know we don’t know 1105 Tea/coffee 1130 Ian Shepherd: Searching in the North



1200 Jo Bruck and Neil Carlin: Searching for the Chalcolithic: continuity and change in the Irish Final Neolithic/Early Bronze Age 1230 Discussion 1300 Lunch Session 2: European context for a ‘Chalcolithic’ in Britain and Ireland 1400 Martin Bartelheim: Sense and non-sense of the term ‘Chalcolithic’ 1430 Marc van der Linden: The importance of being insular: British Isles in the context of continental north-western Europe during the 3rd millennium BC 1500 Volker Heyd: Chalcolithisation of North-Western Europe? A perspective from the continent… 1530 Tea/coffee 1600 William O’Brien: Metal supply and social relations in the Irish Chalcolithic 1630 Discussion 1715 Retire to conference bar Sunday 20th April 0900 Registration Session 3: Social contexts 0930 Harry Fokkens: Ideal ancestors? Beaker problems as seen from the Lower Rhine 1000 Ros Cleal and Josh Pollard: Material culture and monumentality 1030 Ann Woodward: Grave goods; materials craftsmanship and social function 1100 Tea/coffee Session 4: People and place 1130 Paul Garwood: The present dead: the making of past and future landscapes in the British ‘Chalcolithic 1200 Mandy Jay: The Beaker Isotope Project: the evidence for diet, environment and economy from organic skeletal analyses 1230 Discussion 1300 Lunch Session 5: Society, Settlement and Monuments 1400 Mike Parker Pearson: The Chalcolithic at Durrington Walls 1430 Frances Healy: Chronology, corpses, copper and lithics 1500 Stuart Needham: Magnetic monuments meet mysterious metal – the British Chalcolithic: clash of cultures or meeting of minds? 1530 Discussion 1600 Anticipated close of conference Other information ƒ



Tea and coffee will be provided on Saturday and Sunday.



ƒ



Lunch is not provided: food and drink are available at various outlets close to the conference venue.



ƒ



All cancellations are non-refundable.



ƒ



Car-parking is available at the NCP car park (£3.00 per day) opposite the conference venue.



ƒ



Accommodation is not included and should be booked independently. Information regarding local accommodation is available from the conference web site (see below) or from the Bournemouth Tourist Centre (Tel: 08450-511701 ; email: [email protected])



ƒ



There is a page of information relating to accommodation needs which can be found here.



How to book Please register online using the form by Friday 4th April 2008 : http://www.bournemouth.ac.uk/conservation/conferences/chalcolithic/ Booking enquiries should be made to Marie Dunning on 01202-965160 or via [email protected]. Confirmation of your booking will be sent to you by email or by post where no email address is given.
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There is an alternative 

weakening further their traditional pillars of power and influence. ... There are four areas where the fight against neoliberalism must be waged in order to be suc-.
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There is no Extrasyllabicity 

May 25, 2002 - c. an association-line ... b. vowels in internal closed syllables react, but they show no effect in ... example: Icelandic Closed Syllable Shortening.
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There Is No 'Euro Crisis' 

Jul 18, 2012 - The single currency doesn't have to be "saved" or else explode. ... But there is no logical link ... moral discipline be imposed on governments?
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Is there an Obama Doctrine? 

10 mars 2016 - â€œIf you compare us to previous superpowers, we act less on the basis of naked self- .... publicly built the case that Assad had committed a crime against ..... I hear political leaders suggesting that there would be a religious test.
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Missing Is Still There - Squarespace 

"Humans make sense of the world through exclusion." ... by large companies like Google, Amazon, or Facebook. ... a smart business decision to collect data.
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Is there currently, or has there been - Buyandsell.gc.ca 

9 juin 2016 - DND will not consider an alternate basis for remuneration. Bidders must provide firm per diem rates in their financial bid in accordance with the Basis of Payment in Annex. “B” of the RFP in order to be considered for award of contract.
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Is there currently, or has there been - Buyandsell.gc.ca 

9 juin 2016 - effort of up to 220 days per year. Question 2 : Le poste demandÃ© est-il un dÃ©tachement ou simplement un contrat exigeant un engagement de ...
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Is there currently, or has there been - Buyandsell.gc.ca 

9 juin 2016 - acceptable bid that would allow me to receive the contract and I would work together with my patent agent colleague if/when it comes time to prepare, prosecute, and pay the maintenance fees of patents? Answer 3: DND requires the profess
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Job mobility and hourly wages: is there a relationship? 

number and the worker Social Security number to form alongitudinal database. For each job, or the pairing of an establishment with a worker, anem- ployment ...
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Rwanda: is there a future without Paul Kagame? 

Jun 4, 2013 - A UN-report, publicised autumn 2010 accused. Rwanda of genocide in East-DRC; last year several reports were published concluding ...
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Is There a Smarter Way to Approach IT Governance 

telecommunications, for example. ... on IT to keep costs low and to provide mature capabilities through such cost-saving devices as shared ... infrastructure.Missing:
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Is there seismic attenuation in the mantle? 

Dec 31, 2013 - latter case, the coherent elastic energy is lost for a direct obser- vation but .... been checked to be identical to those computed by a transfer ma-.
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THERE IS PHONOLOGICALLY-CONDITIONED, BUT NO MELODY 

Jan 16, 2016 - c. empirical generalization. 1. the counter-examples share the fact that the phonological property conditioning morpho-syntactic computation is ...
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There is joy, joy, joy (Basse) 

(There is joy) Oh there is joy, there is joy, joy, joy. There is joy, there is joyful news to be heard, good news to be heard. All of earth and heaven ring with the song ...
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Is There Hope for Compatibilism? - John Perry 

compatibilism by distinguishing between strong and weak accounts of laws and strong ..... I think it is common sense to suppose that laws are not simply true.
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Is There Hope for Compatibilism? - John Perry 

compatibilism by distinguishing between strong and weak accounts of laws and strong ..... I think it is common sense to suppose that laws are not simply true.
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Diffusion theory is widely accepted in marketing and there is a large 

Our data comprise the first year sales for 301 new consumer packaged goods ...... unsegmented market, this ideal prospect scheme has, in the first year after ...
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Banksy is a pseudonym for a British graffiti artist ... - Florence Duperray 

that it is a potential source of downfall. The falling woman makes us think of another famous fallâ€”that of. Lucifer. Banksy seems to say that consumption is some.
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IS THERE INTELLIGENT LIFE ON EARTH ? There are places, in and 

When you look in the visible and near-infrared spectrum for telltale signatures of chemical composition, sure enough you discover water ice in the polar caps, ...
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is a 

Enleirer idÃ©irisser] le goujon de la charniere superieure. (Fig. G}. T. FtÃ©installer le goujonde la charniere superieure sur le cote oppose du refrigerateur. (Fig. (3}.
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Thornton (?) There is no free lunch but the starter 

Sep 15, 1998 - A particular learning algorithm generalises cases in a specific way. ... of the process of generalisation introduced in [Clark and Thornton, 1997, ...
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Product Specification with Differentiation by Attributes: Is There 

1 Introduction ... be given by studying firms' choices of innovation when products are ... firms' decisions in terms of social welfare is also realized. ... When fixed costs depend on attributes, we use the classical linear ..... with the attributes 
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Multi-cellular development: is there scalability and robustness to gain? 

Seeking better scal- ability and inspired by the development of biological systems several .... Introduction Another way to develop the phenotype is to proceed with a recursive process of ..... Late Breaking Papers at the Genetic Programming.
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Evolve ! There is another way to make your creations alive ! 

All compagnies must constantly improve the way they anticipate, convince, communicate, collaborate and personalize so as to be ahead of competition.
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